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Abstract. The grasp and release of objects have been widely studied in
robotics. At the microscale, this problem becomes more difficult due to the
microscale specificities which are notably manifested by the high dynamics of
microsystems, their small inertia, their fragility, the predominance of surface
forces and the high complexity of integrating adapted sensors.
In this paper, the problem of the grasp/release task is considered at the

microscale. A new nonlinear controller design based on Sliding Mode Impe-
dance Control (SMIC) is proposed to automate the grasp/release of the
micropart. The proposed controller controls dexterously the dynamic interaction
between the microgripper and the micropart and forces the system to follow the
desired dynamic relation (impedance). To perform the grasp/release task, a new
smart-fingered-microgripper is designed. The microgripper is composed of an
active finger with integrated force sensor and a passive finger.
The grasp/release of a micropart of size 50 µm � 350 µm � 2 mm is tested in

experiments using the control scheme and the developed microgripper. The
microgripper design and the control scheme tested show their effectiveness for
the grasp/release at the microscale.

Keywords: Sliding mode impedance control � Microassembly
Guiding task � Smart microgripper � Piezoelectric actuator � Force sensor

1 Introduction

The use of robotic microassembly has increased in recent years due to the development
of complex microsystems and the need for microassembly to develop more complex
3D microsystems [1, 2]. Moreover, the microassembly enables the integration of
heterogeneous components issued from incompatible microfabrication processes.

The scaling effect has a strong influence because it exhibits, at the microscale, many
problems that are not faced at the macroscale. The microscale specificities could be
briefly summarized by the high dynamics of microsystems, their small inertia, their
fragility, the predominance of surface forces and the necessity and complexity to
integrate sensors notably to measure contact forces that have predominant effects and
high signal to noise ratio sensors [3]. These facts increase the complexity of the
manipulation especially when the interactions forces are not measured; thus, the
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importance of integrating force sensors into the microgripper to measure the interaction
forces with high bandwidth.

The integration of force sensors into microgrippers has given rise to several works
[4–11]. Most of the works present monolithic fabricated microgrippers composed of an
active finger and a force sensing finger. However, in these grippers, the actuated finger
is independent from the force sensing finger and in this case the contact could not be
detected between the actuated finger and the micropart, leading to the loss of the
micropart and consequently an unsuccessful grasp of the micropart. Moreover, in the
releasing task, the control of surface forces cannot be mastered because the measure of
force is not done on the same actuated finger. For this reason, it is interesting to
integrate the force sensor inside the same active finger of the microgripper. In this
paper, a microgripper composed of a piezoelectric based active finger with an inte-
grated piezoresistive force sensor and a passive finger is presented. The use of the
piezoelectric actuator and piezoresistive force sensor enables not only having very
small resolution for the actuation and force sensing but also having very high band-
width for both actuation and control.

Another issue which can be faced in microassembly is the need for high dynamics
in the control of interaction between the microgripper and the micropart to perform a
stable grasp/release of the micropart. Impedance control presented by Hogan [12] has
shown its significance at the macroscale to control the interaction between the robot
and the environment and has been proven to have a good advantage for microscale
applications in [13, 14]. However, the main limitations of impedance control is the
force tracking capability and the ability to follow the desired impedance despite robot
dynamics and parameter uncertainties. Some works have proposed performing
parameter estimation in order to perform force tracking [15] and others proposed
combining sliding mode control [16] with impedance control to force the system to
follow the desired impedance of the system [17, 18]. Thus, the main contribution of
this paper is the use of Sliding Mode Impedance Control (SMIC) with online parameter
estimation technique in order to guarantee both the force tracking and the desired
impedance of the system.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the microgripper design.
Section 3 develops the model of the microgripper. Section 4 presents the impedance
control with force tracking scheme. Section 5 presents the experimental setup used and
the experimental investigations performed for the automated grasping task. Section 6
concludes the paper.

2 Microgripper Design

The microgripper is made of two fingers. One is called a smart finger composed of a
piezoelectric actuator and piezoresistive force sensor. The second is a passive finger.
The piezoelectric actuator presented in [4] is used. The piezoresistive force sensor has
been presented in [19]. The fabrication of the complete gripper consists of assembling
the force sensor on the tip of the piezoelectric actuator. Special care should be taken to
perform the mechanical fixation of the actuator and the force sensor while separating
the electrical signals. The dimensions, actuation and sensing ranges and resolutions will
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be detailed in Sect. 6. A scheme of the microgripper is shown in Fig. 1. The rigid part
shown in Fig. 1 is used to help the integration of the force sensor into the microgripper
and to facilitate the realization of the whole microgripper. In the proposed micro-
gripper, the smart finger deforms until entering in contact with the micropart first, and
then the micropart, pushed by the first finger, enters in contact with the second finger.
Two models need to be developed for the microgripper in the cases of free motion
(non-contact) and constrained motion (contact).

3 Microgripper Model

In this section, the complete voltage/force/displacement model of the gripper is
developed. The model is used to determine the control law and to estimate the position
of the grippers end-effector.

3.1 Model of the Passive Finger and of the Microcomponent

The passive finger of the gripper is modeled as a mass-spring-damper system. The
microcomponent to be manipulated is supposed to be rigid in the direction of the
gripping and then it could be modeled as a mass. When a microcomponent is handled,
the gripping force applied on the microcomponent by the gripper’s smart finger, Fg, is
given by the following:

Fg ¼ mp€yþ bp _y� _yp
� �þ kp y� yp

� � ð1Þ

where bp and kp represents respectively the damping coefficient and the stiffness of the
passive finger of the microgripper. mp is the mass of the microcomponent and of the
passive finger (mp ¼ mp1 þmp2 ) where mp1 and mp2 are respectively the mass of the
passive finger and of the micropart. y is the current position of the microcomponent and
yp is the position of the microcomponent just at contact (i.e. fg ¼ 0 if y\yp).

Fig. 1. Complete gripper scheme which is composed of two fingers: smart finger composed of a
piezoelectric actuator with a piezoresistive force sensor; and passive finger.
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3.2 Model of the Smart Finger

The smart finger of the microgripper is composed of a piezoelectric actuator (between
points O and A in Fig. 1) where an end-effector is fixed on the actuator’s tip A. The
end-effector is composed of a rigid silicon part (between points A and B in Fig. 1) and
a piezoresistive force sensor (between points B and C in Fig. 1). The setup and details
of the actuator and force sensor are presented in Sect. 5. The force sensor measures the
force applied at the tip C. The sequence of the grasping task is shown in Fig. 2.

The force sensor (between points B and C in Fig. 1) is modeled as a lever system
with length Ls (between points B and D of Fig. 3) with mass-spring-damper system
(between points D and C of Fig. 3). Then the complete scheme of the grasping task is
shown in Fig. 3.

The complete model of the smart finger is developed in [20] but will be briefly
summarized in this section. The model of the piezoelectric actuator is developed using
existing models in literature [21–23] as follows:

yA sð Þ ¼ dpU � spFA � 3
2La

spMA

h i
D sð Þ � C s;Uð Þ

aA sð Þ ¼ 2
La
dpU � 3

2La
spFA � 3

L2a
spMA

h i
D sð Þ � 2

La
C s;Uð Þ

8<
: ð2Þ

where s is the Laplace variable, yA is the displacement of the actuator tip A and aA is
the angle at the actuator tip A, dp is the piezoelectric constant, sp is the elastic constant
(it is the inverse of the stiffness), La is the length of the actuator, U is the applied
voltage, D sð Þ is a linear transfer function which models the dynamics of the actuator

Fig. 2. Sequence of the microgripper during grasping: (a) without any applied voltage to the
smart finger and no contact, (b) just at contact (F ¼ 0) and (c) contact with F 6¼ 0.
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with a static gain of 1 (D 0ð Þ ¼ 1) and C U; sð Þ is an operator to represent the rate-
dependent hysteresis of the actuator if we neglect the creep of the actuator.

As developed in [20], the rate-dependent hysteresis of the piezoelectric actuator can
be modeled as a static hysteresis followed by the dynamics of the piezoelectric actuator,
D sð Þ, as follows:

C u; sð Þ ¼ Hs Uð Þ � D sð Þ ð3Þ

where Hs Uð Þ is a static hysteresis which does not depend on the dynamics of the
actuator. It can be modeled, according to [20, 23], by the Bouc-Wen method in the time
domain as follows:

_Hs Uð Þ ¼ k _Uþ b _U
�� ��Hs Uð Þ � c _U Hs Uð Þj j ð4Þ

where k is a parameter which determines the amplitude of the hysteresis and b and c are
parameters which determine the shape of the hysteresis.

According to literature, a piezoelectric actuator can be modeled as a mass-spring-
damper system with an active part that is a second order transfer function and is
sufficient to model the dynamics of the actuator [20]. The transfer function D sð Þ can be
written as follows:

D sð Þ ¼ 1
as2 þ bsþ 1

ð5Þ

In our work the force is not applied at the actuator tip A but at the force sensor C as
shown in Fig. 2. A force applied on the force sensor tip C induces a reaction force and
moment at the actuator tip A defined as follows:

FA ¼ �Fs þms€yC ¼ Fg þms€yC
MA ¼ �LFs ¼ LFg

�
ð6Þ

where Fg is the gripping force applied by the gripper’s finger on the micropart
(Fg ¼ �Fs), L ¼ Lr þ Ls is the length of the complete end-effector (rigid part + force

Fig. 3. Equivalent scheme of the complete gripper handling a microcomponent where the force
sensor and the passive finger are modeled as mass-spring-damper systems.
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sensor), ms is the mass of the force sensor and yC is the displacement of the force sensor
tip C.

Replacing (6) in (2), the following can be deduced:

yA sð Þ ¼ dpU � Hs Uð Þ � 1þ 3L
2La

� �
spFg � mssps2yC

h i
D sð Þ

aA sð Þ ¼ 2
La

dpU � Hs Uð Þ� �� 3
2La

þ 3L
L2a

� �
spFg � 3

2La
mssps2yC

h i
D sð Þ

8<
: ð7Þ

The displacement at point D is given as follows:

yD ¼ yA þ L sin aA ð8Þ

As the force sensor is modeled as a spring-mass-damper system, the force measured
by the force sensor, Fs, is given as follows:

Fs ¼ �Fg ¼ ms€yþ bs _y� _yDð Þþ ks y� yDð Þ ð9Þ

where ms, bs and ks are respectively the mass, damping and stiffness of the force sensor;
y ¼ yC is the current location of the force sensor and of the micropart when the two are
in contact and d ¼ y� yD is the displacement of the force sensor due to the applied
force on the force sensor (Fs ¼ �Fg).

Using (7), (8) and (9), the model of the whole smart finger is given as follows:

Y ¼ Gu sð Þ dpU � Hs � Gf sð ÞFg
� 	 ð10Þ

where Y ¼ Y sð Þ is the Laplace transform of y, and Gu sð Þ and Gf sð Þ are given by the
following:

Gu sð Þ ¼ 1þ 2L
Lað Þ bssþ ksð Þ

amss4 þ c1s3 þ c2s2 þ bs þ bksð Þsþ ks

Gf sð Þ ¼
as2 þ bsþ 1þ 1þ 3L

La
þ 3L2

L2a

� �
sp bssþ ksð Þ

1þ 2L
Lað Þ bssþ ksð Þ

c1 ¼ bms þ abs 1þ 3L
2La

� �
bsmssp

c2 ¼ aks þ bbsms þ 1þ 3L
2La

� �
ksmssp

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ð11Þ

4 Impedance Control with Force Tracking for the Control
of the Grasping Task

In this section, a force tracking impedance control scheme is presented to control not
only the interaction between the gripper’s and the micropart but also the grasping force
of the micropart. First, the sliding mode impedance control scheme is presented, then
the force tracking problem is discussed.
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4.1 Sliding Mode Impedance Control Formulation

The impedance control formulation is given as follows:

Md €y� €yrð ÞþBd _y� _yrð ÞþKd y� yrð Þ ¼ Fg � Fr ð12Þ

where Md , Bd and Kd are respectively the desired mass, damper and stiffness to set the
desired dynamics of the contact; yr is the reference position to set for the position
control. The sliding mode control (SMC), presented by [16], has shown its effective-
ness for controlling nonlinear systems and for impedance control by forcing the system
to slide along the sliding surface which is chosen using the impedance formulation [17]
despite the robot dynamics.

The impedance error or what is also called the measure of impedance error is given
in the following:

ei ¼ Md €y� €yrð ÞþBd _y� _yrð ÞþKd y� yrð Þþ ef ð13Þ

where ei is the impedance error and ef ¼ Fr � Fg is the force error between the desired
and the applied force. ei and ef have the unit of force.

A sliding surface is chosen in [17] using the impedance control formulation defined
in (12). The sliding surface is given by:

r ¼ _y� _yrð Þþ Bd

Md
y� yrð Þþ Kd

Md

Z
y� yrð Þdtþ 1

Md

Z
fr � Fg
� �

dt ð14Þ

when the system reaches the sliding surface and is in sliding mode, r ¼ 0 and _r ¼ 0. In
this case, using (13), the following is deduced:

ei ¼ Md _r ð15Þ

The equivalent control ueq is the solution of _r ¼ 0, then replacing (10) in the
derivative of (14), the following could be deduced in the frequency domain:

Ueq sð Þ ¼ Yr � GiFr þ Gf þGi
� �

Fg

dpGu
þ Hs

dp
ð16Þ

where Gi ¼ Gi sð Þ ¼ 1
Mds2 þBdsþKd

is the transfer function which represents the desired
impedance formulation given in (12). The equivalent control takes effect in the sliding
phase when the impedance trajectory reaches the sliding surface and is kept on it. If the
system does not lie on the sliding surface, a discontinuous control is added to the
equivalent control to determine the overall control action:

u ¼ ueq � Ksgn rð Þ ð17Þ

where K is a gain and sgn is the sign function. In many applications, the sign function
causes oscillations, then the sign function could be replaced by the saturation function
or others. Then the overall control action is given by the following:
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u ¼ ueq � Ksat
r
e

� �
ð18Þ

Where e is a boundary which is a threshold chosen to reduce the oscillations and the
saturation function is given as follows:

sat
r
e

� �
¼ sgn r

e

� �
if rj j[ e

r
e if rj j � e

�
ð19Þ

4.2 Force Tracking

The impedance control was proposed to control the interaction between the gripper and
the component. However, one weak point of the impedance control is the lack of direct
force control capability. The steady state force error in the impedance control scheme is
given according to [15] by:

essf ¼ keq
fr
kp

þ yp � yr


 �
ð20Þ

where keq ¼ Kdkp
Kd þ kp

.

In order to cancel the steady state force error, the position reference, yr, could be
chosen as follows:

yr ¼ yp þ fr
kp

ð21Þ

In practice, it is difficult to determine exactly the position and the stiffness of the
micropart and the passive gripper. The location of the micropart and the passive gripper
could be estimated using the information given by the force sensor when the measured
force is different from zero. The stiffness of the environment could be estimated using
the static part of (1) as follows:

k̂p ¼ Fg

y� ŷp
ð22Þ

where ŷp is the estimated location of the micropart. However, in this paper, the passive
finger’s stiffness is known and so there is no need to estimate the stiffness, but the yp is
estimated online by ŷp.

Replacing (21) in (16), the final equivalent control action is given as follows:

Ueq sð Þ ¼
1
kp
� Gi

� �
Fr þ Gf þGi

� �
Fg þ bYp

dpGu
þ Hs

dp
ð23Þ
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The final control action remains as in (18) with replacing Ueq by the one defined in
(23). The complete impedance control scheme is given in Fig. 4 where the SMC is the
sliding mode control.

5 Experimental Studies

5.1 Experimental Setup

The experimental setup is composed of a two fingers microgripper. The first finger,
called in this paper smart finger, is a 2 DoF piezoelectric actuator presented in [4]
where a piezoresistive force sensor is fixed at the actuator’s tip. The actuator resolution
is nanometric and it has a very fast response time. The force sensor design, fabrication
process and performances are presented in [19]. The sensor’s resolution is 100 nN and
its sensing range is 2 mN and its natural frequency is 8 kHz. The second finger is
passive, i.e. not actuated, and is made of Nickel.

A Keyence laser sensor measures the displacement of the actuator’s tip, yA. It is
used to test the precision on the estimation of the position of the tip C, y. A micro-
component with dimensions 2 mm � 350 µm � 50 µm is used to test the developed
grasping technique.

The microcomponent is initially manually placed onto a moving substrate which
consists of a moving stage P-611.3 NanoCube from Physik Instrumente with 100 µm
range and 1 nm in resolution and a rotation stage SR-3610-S from SmarAct with 1.1µ°
in resolution. These two devices are used to position the microcomponent between the
two fingers of the microgripper in order to handle it by the microgripper.

The whole system is controlled through dSpace1104 Board with a sampling fre-
quency of 20 kHz. The complete setup used in this paper is presented in Fig. 5.

5.2 Experimental Results

The developed model of the complete microgripper has been validated and the method
to experimentally identify the model parameters has been presented in previous works

Fig. 4. Force tracking impedance control scheme.
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[20]. Thus, in this section the control presented in Section IV is directly tested for the
automation of the grasp/release of a micropart without validating the model of the
microgripper.

The strategy of manipulation is defined as follows:

(1) the micropart is initially manually placed onto a substrate,
(2) the micropart is positioned close to the passive finger by moving the substrate to a

small distance from it,
(3) the control action starts and the smart finger approaches the micropart, enters in

contact with the micropart, pushes the micropart to the passive finger until the
smart finger and the micropart enter in contact with the passive finger and then the
controller sets the force to the desired force,

(4) the microgripper is maintained for a long period in order to test the effectiveness
of the control technique in the presence of some perturbations and in the presence
of the creep of the piezoelectric actuator.

Figure 6 shows the experimental results for an automated grasp/release task of a
micropart using the developed control and microgripper. The values used for the
impedance are Md = 1, Bd = 200 and Kd = 10000.

First, the position of the micropart is unknown between the fingers of the micro-
gripper. In order to be able to handle the micropart, the initial estimate of yp, ŷ0p, is set to
be big enough, 100 µm, to be sure that the smart finger is able to touch the
micropart. Then, the controller is turned ON at time t ¼ 50 ms with no force reference,
the TSFM fingers start to move to let the position tracks the position reference yr which
is equal to ŷ0p because no force reference exists. Because ŷ0p is bigger than the real value
of y p, the TSFM fingers enter in contact 1 with the micropart. When contact 1
appears, a new estimation of the environment location ŷp is calculated and the position

Fig. 5. The whole experimental setup including a microgripper holding a microcomponent, the
nanopositioning and rotation stages and the laser sensor.
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reference yr changes to the new estimated value ŷp ðyr ¼ ŷpÞ. Then at time t ¼ 0:37 s, a
force reference is set to the controller and contact 2 happens enabling the estimation of
k̂p. The system reaches the steady state within a settling time of 20 ms and a small
overshoot of 3.7% despite the online estimation of the stiffness of the micropart and the
second finger. The steady state force error is null showing the significance of the
parameter estimation technique and the SMIC. The automated grasping task is then
achieved with success.

The release task is then tested. For that, a negative force reference is set to the
system allowing the controller to break the contact between the TSFM and the
micropart and succeeding the release task within a settling time of 19 ms. The
advantage of this SMIC controller is that it can deal with pull-off force by simply
applying a negative force reference to the system.

The experimental results show the significance of the approach. Comparing this
approach to [15, 24], the dynamic performances are much better. Indeed, the overshoot
is 10 times smaller and the response time is much smaller. Comparing the results to
[18], the steady state force error is null in our work where it is bigger than 7% in the
other work.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, a new microgripper design is proposed and tested for the automated
manipulation of microcomponents. The microgripper is composed of two fingers: the
first finger, called in this paper smart finger, is a piezoelectric actuator where a novel
piezoresistive force sensor is fixed at the actuator’s tip and the second finger is passive.
A micropart of size 50 µm � 350 µm � 2 mm is grasped and released automatically

Fig. 6. The force and displacement responses of the system for the handling of the
microcomponent: (a) Force response and (b) Displacement response.
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based on a sliding mode impedance control with force tracking scheme. The control
used is based on a precise dynamic nonlinear model of the microgripper.

The control approach enables setting a desired dynamic behavior to the system and
the controller forces the system to follow the desired impedance and to track the desired
force. This is important at the microscale to manipulate microparts without losing them.
Moreover, a method to deal with pull-off force has been also considered in this paper.
The automation of grasp/release task of a micropart has been done with settling time of
20 ms and small overshoot (less than 3.7%). The experimental results are promising for
the automation of the microassembly and micromanipulation while controlling the
interaction between the microgripper and the manipulated microparts.

The proposed control approach can be extended to automate more complex
microassembly and micromanipulation tasks.
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